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Abstract. Nowadays the optical communication systems are very important 

component of everyday communication network. Optical communication 

resolves these requirements. The radio frequency link is commonly use for 

a communication in military field.  The article deals with utilization of optical 

communication in military field and comparison to usage of optical and radio 

frequency link. There are mentioned a few new ways where are satellite 

communication systems oriented in research.  
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1   Introduction 

Optical communication satellite systems become more and more attractive for 

a high-capacity and long-distance transmission. Even though there is an increasing 

demands on capacity of channel, security and dependability are requisite for military 

applications. For this reason, it is possible using modulated light as a carrier instead 

of radio, an almost limitless, and so far unregulated, spectrum becomes available. 

Every year the governments spend a lot of money for innovation of communication 

systems. The communication systems are the most important for all the forces. There 

is a necessity of organization of communication. Communication systems 

for command and control are formed from different communication systems – 

systems on different frequency, nets, protocols, etc. The specific communication 

systems on battle field are needed.  The backbone of military communications 

for expeditionary warfare is increasingly dependent on satellites. The nowadays 

research of inter-satellite communication is oriented on hybrid ordering laser and 

microwave systems. The optical communication systems become more and more 

attractive as the interest in high-capacity and long-distance transmission. Military 

communications are specific for their demanding character. There is a necessity 

of connection different forces. 



2   Military communication 

Military communications wants the same as the rest of world’s communications; 

the requirements are to be smaller, lighter, covering more bands and carrying more 

voice and data than the last generation of products.  Traditional tactical 

communications has been via specialized individuals or locations that were the hubs 

for information exchange using terrestrial links or more recently a combination 

of ground and UHF satellite communication uplinks.   

There are communications between terrestrial forces, satellite systems also support 

near-real time communications between low altitude intelligence satellites and ground 

control stations. [2]  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Possibility of military communication system [1] 

 

3   Atmospheric effects on laser signals  

The atmosphere is an imperfect medium for transmission of laser communication’s 

signals. It is not homogeneous and further, it is dynamic in its behaviour. 

The atmosphere can be considered as producing four effects on the passage of light. 

The first two are scintillation and absorption/scattering. In this atmospheric channel, 

minute variations in the index of refraction of air cause the beam to scintillate (or vary 

in amplitude and phase over time) and the beam to wander. In addition, atmospheric 

gas molecules and aerosols scatter and absorb the light during its passage. The effect 

is small in many instances, but at shallow elevation angles the losses increase rapidly 

and become extremely large. Third, clouds reflect, absorb, and temporally and 

spatially spread the incident energy [3]. The losses due to certain clouds are very 



large, while for other cloud types the effects are small and easily overcome. Cloud 

statistics are a function of location and season, which are important factors 

in groundsite selection. Through multiple-site diversity, cloud cover effects can be 

mitigated. Finally, there are aircraft boundary layer effects due to the platform speed, 

which needs to be understood. The degradation in transmission due to turbulent flow 

over the aircraft window is discussed and the losses are described for subsonic as well 

as supersonic flow. 

Atmospheric effects assesment is complex and the mathematics is far too lengthy 

to be included here. The engineering of atmospheric laser links can be performed 

by using engineering approaches of quantifying the effects. Parametric analysis 

curves of laser communication links for satellite to aircraft and satellite to ground are 

included to give the reader an understanding of the effects the atmosphere has 

on the links. 

3.1   Method and system for compensating for atmospheric fading  

A method and system for compensating for atmospheric fading is used 

in a communication system wherein communication signals are exchanged between 

first and second earth stations via a satellite link. This is without increasing power 

of the satellite link. The method includes determining the signal power of a received 

signal and a signal – to – noise ratio of the received signal. It is imperative 

to calculate the difference in noise power spectral density in the received signal from 

that under clear sky conditions, to calculate the downlink attenuation. It is obligated 

to determine the uplink attenuation, and to commande the transmitting earth station 

to increase its transmit power by an amount to compensate for the uplink attenuation. 

Communication links are commonly implemented with repeaters on above – 

atmosphere platforms such as satellites. In typical satellite link shown on figure 2, 

forward signals (2) transmitted from earth station A (1) pass through the earth’s 

atmosphere, are linearly amplified by a constant amount by a transponder 

in the satellite (6), and transmitted down throuhg another part of atmosphere to earth 

station B (3). Eart stations may be equipped to transmit, receive, or both. A reverse 

signal (4) may be similarly transmitted from earth station B to earth station A. 

Occasional atmospheric disturbances such as rain may attenuate signal on the uplink 

path, the downlink path, or both. These events are called „fades“ or „rain fades“ are 

symbolized at reference numerals 5 and 7. 

Atmospheric fading is caused by attenuation in a warm physical medium. 

Therefore, the medium not only attenuates signals but creates thermal noise. Because 

the satellite’s receiving antenna, being pointed at the earth, sees the background 

temperature of the earth’s surface, which is approximately the same temperature as 

the same medium which created the fade nouse, uplink fade Au has an insignificant 

effect on the total noise spectral density at the receiver. The antenna of the receiving 

earth station, by contrast, sees mainly the very low temperature of deep space. 

Downlink fade Ad therefore may cause a significant increase in total noise spectral 

density at the receiver. 



 
Fig. 2. Simplified diagram showing a pair of earth station communicating via 

a satellite [4] 

 

When the parameters are known, the downlink fade Ad may be estimated from ∆No. 

Because under clear – sky conditions Au

dB
=0 and Ad

dB
=0, the change in received 

signal strength is simply the sum of the uplink and downlink fades; ∆S
dB

= Au

dB
+ Ad

dB
. 

Therefore Au may be calculated when  Ad is known. 

If the transmitting earth station is then commanded to increase its power by only 

the amount Au

dB
, the link will be optimally compensated for uplink fade, in the case 

of any combination of uplink and downlink rain fade, even if simultaneously non-

zero, while the satellite transponder output power will remain constant, which is 

the objective.  

 

 .                                          (1) 

 

  

                                                                                                                                    

Where 

Ad…attenuation of downlink fade; No…noise spectral density at the output 

of the receiver; G…gain of the receiver; GA…antenna gain; NTS…effective isotropic 

radiated power spectral density of the noise generated in, or relayed by, the satellite; 

LP…free – space path loss from the satellite to the receiving earth station; 

TD…physical temperature of the downlink fade attenuation medium; TA…noise 

temperature of the antenna; TR…noise temperature of the receiver; k…Boltzmann’s 

constant. 

Receiver gain G may be normalized by establishing No under clear sky conditions. 

The parameters may be calibrated by combination of one ore more methods: 



-Insertion of  slab of known – loss material in front of the antenna feed, emulating 

a known Ad, then measuring No 

-Use of the receiving earth station’s signal measurement capability in a defined 

bandwidth to mesure No in the absence of the uplinked signal, thereby isolating NTS 

-Use of the receiving earth station’s signal measurement capability in a defined 

bandwidth to measure No with the antenna pointed away from the satellite, hereby 

isolating TA and TR. 

-By measuring, at the earth station at which the down-link attenuation is calculated, 

nouse power in the absence of an incoming signal and comparing the same with noise 

power measure when an antenna of said earth station is pointed away from 

the repeater, thereby separating and determining antenna and receiver nouse 

temperatures from noise at the repeater output. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Plot showing the general form of the relationship between noise power spectral 

density and downlink fade attenuation 

 

Conclusion 

The article is coming with new aspects in satellite communications, which are utilized 

in communication systems. It is focused on atmospheric effects on laser signals. 

There are briefly mentioned the problems during the transmission throught 

the atmosphere. A method and system for compensating for atmospheric fading is 

the significant part of this article. The atmosphere is an imperfect medium for 

transmission of laser communications signals. It is not homogeneous and further, it is 

dynamic in its behaviour. The communication with laser utilisation is possible only by 

the time of well atmospheric conditions. The prediction of atmospheric behaviour is 

necessary. The graphical prediction is used for optimization and the input parameters 

must be calibrated. [5] 
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